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Short Description

These wood cutting sabre saw blades are made from HCS carbon steel blades making them specially
adapted for wood working in terms of hardness and resistance. They are also highly suitable for other,
relatively soft materials. Manufactured for precision and stability when cutting.

Selecting the correct reciprocating saw blade for the task at hand is essential if the material is to be cut
successfully and the desired result achieved.

Will fit sabresaws from the following brands: AEG, Black & Decker, Bosch, DeWalt, Elu, Fein, Hitachi,
Makita, Metabo, Milwaukee, Ryobi and most other brands on sale within the UK.

The blades are ideal for coarse wood, free of nails (5-100mm) and pruning green wood (up to 100mm).

Specifications

Length: 150mm (6in)
Teeth: 10 TPI

Supplied on a pack of 5

Description

These wood cutting sabre saw blades are made from HCS carbon steel blades making them specially
adapted for wood working in terms of hardness and resistance. They are also highly suitable for other,
relatively soft materials. Manufactured for precision and stability when cutting.

Selecting the correct reciprocating saw blade for the task at hand is essential if the material is to be cut
successfully and the desired result achieved.

Will fit sabresaws from the following brands: AEG, Black & Decker, Bosch, DeWalt, Elu, Fein, Hitachi,
Makita, Metabo, Milwaukee, Ryobi and most other brands on sale within the UK.

The blades are ideal for coarse wood, free of nails (5-100mm) and pruning green wood (up to 100mm).

Specifications

Length: 150mm (6in)
Teeth: 10 TPI

Supplied on a pack of 5
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